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This paper discusses pertinent issues in applying CONstant Work-In-Process (CONWIP) principles to control shop ¯oor operations in a manufacturing environment characterized by several product families processed along dierent routes in several
production cells. The approach we take is to simultaneously answer two major questions: (1) what is the best WIP level? and (2)
how to arrange the backlog list for a given system? The problem is posed as a mathematical programming model and solved via a
simulated annealing heuristic. We design an experiment that captures essential elements of the systems under investigation. We
then execute an extensive simulation to evaluate the eectiveness of various control schemes in a multi-cell, multi-family production environment. Speci®cally, we compare two variants of CONWIP control, one where containers are restricted to stay within
given cells all the time and the other where containers are allowed to move through the entire system. We demonstrate the
superiority of the latter in all the simulated scenarios.

1. Introduction
This paper investigates CONstant Work In Process
(CONWIP) based Shop Floor Control (SFC) of manufacturing environments in which products are grouped
into families and machine centers are grouped into cells
that are designed to take advantage of the families
grouping. The products are assembled into families according to similarities in their production attributes and
the machine centers are grouped so as to eliminate, as
much as possible, the need to perform costly set-ups when
handling the operations within each product family
within each group. This essentially describes a Group
Technology (GT) design with the possibility that some
jobs may be clustered into more than one group. Thus,
each product family requires processing in one or more
cells where inter-cell ¯ow is done sequentially. Set-ups
take place between cells, while intra-cell ¯ow follows a
¯owshop pattern whose job processing is sequence independent.
Research on GT has mostly focused on the eciency of
the grouping process with respect to some de®ned criteria. The data input to GT studies include a complete description of the jobs together with their respective
routings and the outcome of these studies are the
groupings into families and subfamilies. Scheduling of
operations in a GT manufacturing environment is a rel0740-817X
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atively recent development [1]. However, most reported
GT-related scheduling procedures have thus far assumed
given groupings that were determined at an earlier stage.
A departure from this practice has recently been reported
in Kannan and Ghosh [2] who develop a Virtual Cellular
Manufacturing (VCM) model in which virtual cells are
dynamically organized around groups of items thus preventing the loss of pooling synergy that happens when
machines are permanently assigned to given cells.
Scheduling operations in the VCM environment recognizes family aliation thus yielding setup eciencies
while maintaining pooling synergy. Still, family groupings
are done ®rst and scheduling is then done as a second
stage. We believe that it may be possible to develop
scheduling requirements that will in¯uence the actual GT
groupings themselves.
The purpose of GT grouping is to cluster dierent
parts having almost identical routings into families, thus
creating ¯owshop-like manufacturing conditions within
each family. A trade-o exists between functional and GT
layouts. The partitioning of machine centers in the former, and reinstalling them as `cells' in the latter, may
cause delays and larger WIP sizes if it is not accompanied
with signi®cant reduction in setup times and other performance improvement means [3]. Consequently, setup
requirements between jobs at each machine in GT settings are short and sequence independent. So, one can
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safely assume that setups bare no in¯uence on the sequence of jobs through a speci®c manufacturing cell.
This paper proposes that jobs clustered within each GT
family will be scheduled as a CONWIP production system. Using a SFC mechanism proposed by Spearman
et al. [4], we model the production environment as a
closed system where WIP is held at a constant level by
allowing only a ®xed number of containers (cards) to
circulate in the system. Batch sizes, or transfer lot sizes,
are predetermined by considering container capacity,
setup time and costs on the various machines, etc. The
order of loading empty containers with batches is determined by a backlog list. Constructing and maintaining
the backlog list is a major control activity in the system.
Figure 1 illustrates the operations of a single-cell CONWIP system. The bold arrows represent material ¯ows
(i.e., loaded containers) and the plain arrows represent
information ¯ows (i.e., empty containers). The loaded
containers, each with its particular batch (depicted in the
®gure by dierent shapes), form queues in front of the
machine centers that are associated with their routing.
Setups are generally expected to occur between sequential
processes along the single-cell CONWIP system. Each
container carries a batch of items through a sequence of
machines, designated here as a `loop'.
The single-cell CONWIP structure contains only a
single loop. When work on the batch is completed, the
items are removed from the container and placed in the
®nished goods inventory. The vacant container then returns to the entry point of the system where it joins a
queue of containers waiting for subsequent batches to be
processed.
The essential system parameters in CONWIP are the
size of the WIP (number of containers and their capacity)
and the sequencing rules for the backlog list. Very little
has been published in this area and the research that has
been reported has focused mainly on the issue of WIP
size. This was done by analyzing single-item systems
characterized with either stochastic processing times or
with deterministic processing times and stochastic
breakdowns. Duenyas et al. [5] have considered a system
that produces a single item with a deterministic processing time and random breakdowns. They were able to

Fig. 1. Schematic CONWIP system.
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analytically characterize the mean and standard deviation
parameters of the production throughput as a function of
the WIP size (measured by the number of containers/
cards). They pointed out, however, that the analysis of
more complex systems would require resorting to simulation techniques. Duenyas [6], Duenyas and Keblis [7],
Dar-El et al. [8] and Herer and Masin [9] have shifted the
analysis to CONWIP systems with one item and stochastic processing times. Duenyas [6] succeeded in developing an approximation for the system throughput for
a general distribution of the processing times and later
veri®ed the approximation via simulation. Duenyas and
Keblis [7] further explored these approximations and
compared them to Kanban control systems in the context
of an assembly system.
In multi-loop CONWIP systems, when the batch has
®nished its processing in a loop (one or several cells), the
items are removed from the container and either loaded
on a vacant container in a subsequent loop or placed in
storage waiting to be picked-up later. Vacant containers
returning to the beginning of the loop, are loaded with
new batches on a FIFO basis except for the ®rst loop in
the system where loading follows the order dictated by
the backlog list. In both single-loop and multi-loop systems, some containers may wait a while before being reloaded (e.g., when the ®rst machine in the line has not yet
®nished processing a previous batch). Thus, actual WIP
may in fact be smaller than the number of containers.
However, in this paper we shall continue to refer to the
number of containers as the WIP level.
Research on multi-stage, multi-item production systems using Kanban and other, more traditional controls,
has been widely reported in the literature [10,11]. However, CONWIP related publications have been limited to
a single-item (or a single family of items), single-cell
production systems. Applying CONWIP to multi-family,
multi-cell scenarios has hardly been mentioned until recently. We are aware of only one reference where this
matter has been discussed [12, p. 439] where the authors
elaborate on some of the diculties associated with this
topic. But, their discussion is qualitative and they do not
provide a quantitative method to compute the system
parameters.
Another characteristic of the research reported thus far
is that the WIP level was handled separately from the
issue of arranging the backlog list (most of the previous
research simply ignored the latter). Thus, the approach
outlined in this paper is innovative in both of the areas
just mentioned: it extends the applicability of the CONWIP principles to multi-cell, multi-family systems and it
oers a simultaneous analysis of the WIP size and the
ordering of the backlog list.
The technique developed in this paper allows us to
explore some properties of CONWIP SFC in the manufacturing environment being investigated. In particular,
we compare the performance of a multi-loop CONWIP
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system, where each cell is associated with a ®xed number
of containers, and a single-loop CONWIP system, where
the restriction on the number of containers applies only at
the system level. The comparison clearly indicates the
superiority of the latter system over the former.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the manufacturing environment assumed for this research. Section 3 develops a mathematical programming
model aimed at ®nding optimal WIP levels and backlog
list arrangements. A simulated annealing procedure is
adapted to solve the model. Section 4 provides the details
of the experimental design and Section 5 summarizes the
results of the simulated experiments. Finally, Section 6
summarizes our ®ndings and oers some conclusions and
open questions for further research.

2. Description of the manufacturing environment
The multi-cell systems we model represent realistic GT
environments where material ¯ows within and among
cells (i.e., some jobs may be clustered into more than one
group of machines). The implementation of such systems
is partially motivated by their ¯exibility. Multi-stage,
multi-item production systems oer the advantage of
scheduling ¯exibility which induce shifting bottlenecks in
each manufacturing cell ± a fact that is shown to contribute to lowering the average ¯ow time in the system
[12, p. 515], and [13].
Each cell can process items of two kinds:
· End items ± these are items that are pulled out of the
system (thus, freeing their container) immediately after the last machine in the cell ®nished their processing.
· Intermediate items ± these are items that must be
processed in succeeding cells. Hence, they must wait
until the ®rst machine in the succeeding cell is ready
to start processing them.
It is assumed that there is a steady supply of jobs to the
backlog list for the entry cells. Supply of jobs into subsequent cells is dependent on the work being processed
through the preceding cells. Work performed within each
of the manufacturing cells in essence follows a ¯owshop
pattern with negligible setup times between jobs at each
machine.
Two types of manufacturing environments are considered. In the ®rst type, we assume that the setups are
fundamentally sequence-independent and add the setup
time to the processing time for each job at each machine.
Such cases may occur in multi-model assembly systems
where components and sub-assemblies are manufactured
in the entry cells and later arrive in kits to the assembly
cells where there is no need for a speci®c setup before a
new batch is started. Also, as with the entry cells, this
does not aect the sequence of jobs through the assembly
cells whose setup times within the cell remain zero.
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In the second type, we extend the analysis to include
setup times that are incurred each time a new job enters a
manufacturing cell. This extension makes the analysis
more realistic since in many cases there are certain
preparations, cleanup operations, re-arrangement of
tools, etc. that must be done to accommodate a new
family of parts entering a cell.
We assume there are no machine breakdowns, nor any
shortages of raw material entering the production system.
Processing times are taken as deterministic but these vary
between jobs on each machine.
We distinguish between two SFC systems (multi-loop
and single-loop CONWIP) that dier in the way information ¯ows are managed in them. In the multi-loop
CONWIP system, each cell has a ®xed number of containers (that together sum up to a ®xed number of containers for the entire system). In the single-loop CONWIP
system, there are a ®xed number of containers in the
system but there is no restriction on their distribution
among the cells. Thus, multi-loop CONWIP allows
tighter control on the system but, on the other hand, is
likely to fall behind single-loop CONWIP in its overall
throughput due to situations of `starvation' or `blockage'
in particular cells during the course of the production
schedule.

3. Model development
In this section we formulate the problem of ®nding optimal WIP levels and arranging the backlog list in a multiloop CONWIP setting as a mixed-integer linear programming model. The formulation of the single-loop
model is simpler since there are fewer variables (no need
to formulate the individual number of containers in each
cell) and due to space limitation it is omitted. More details are available from the authors upon request.
We employ the following notation:
Parameters
tjkc = time to process item j on machine k in cell c
(j  1; . . . ; n; k  1; . . . ; m; c  1; . . . ; C;
C = number of cells;
W = number of containers in the system;
nc = number of items to be processed in cell
c c  1; . . . ; C;
mc = number of machines in cell c c  1; . . . ; C;
s j; c = the succeeding cell for item j after ®nishing its
processing in cell c;
p j; c = the predecessor cell for item j before starting
its processing in cell c;
M = large number.
Variables
yjkc = point in time when item j ®nishes processing
on machine k at cell c;
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wc = number of containers (cards) in cell
c c  1; . . . ; C;
Ijc = number of loaded containers in cell c when
item j enters the cell;
Zijc = a zero-one indicator signaling whether job i
enters cell c ahead of job j;
Rijc = a zero-one indicator signaling whether job i
leaves cell c before job j enters it.
We can formulate the problem as:
Min Cmax
subject to
yj1s j;c ÿ tj1s j;c  yjmc c ;

8 f j; c j s j; c 6 0g;

yj1c ÿ tj1c

 0 ; 8 f j; cjp j; c 6 0g;
ÿ

yjkc ÿ tjkc  M  1 ÿ Zijc  yikc ;
8 1  i; j  n; 1  c  C; 1  k  mc ;

1
2
3

yjkc ÿ tikc  M  Zijc  yjkc ;
8 1  i; j  n; 1  c  C; 1  k  mc ;

4

yjkc ÿ tjkc  yj;kÿ1;c ;
8 1  j  n; 1  c  C; 2  k  mc ;
C
X

wc  W ;

5
6

c1

Ijc  wc 8 f j; c j j 2 cg;
n
n
X
X
Ijc 
Zijc ÿ
Rijc 8 f j; c j j 2 cg;
i1

7
8

i1

ÿ
 ÿ

yj1c ÿ tj1c ÿ yi1s i;c ÿ ti1s i;c  M  Rijc ;
8 f i; j; c j i; j 2 c; s i; c 6 [g;
ÿ
 ÿ

ÿ

yi1s i;c ÿ ti1s i;c ÿ yj1c ÿ tj1c  M  1 ÿ Rijc ;
8 f i; j; c j i; j 2 c; s i; c 6 [g;
ÿ

yj1c ÿ tj1c ÿ yimc  M  Rijc ;

9
10

8 f i; j; c j i; j 2 c; s i; c 6 [g;
ÿ

ÿ

yimc ÿ yj1c ÿ tj1c  M  1 ÿ Rijc ;

11

8 f i; j; c j i; j 2 c; s i; c 6 [g;

12

Cmax  yjmc c

8 1  j  nc ;

1  c  C:

13

Explanation of the model
(1)±(2) No job can be assigned to more than one cell
at the same time.
(3)±(4) Starting the processing of job j on machine k
in cell c depends on the completion of the
previous job on the same machine.
(5) Starting the processing of job j on machine k
in cell c depends on the completion of the
same job in the previous machine.

(6)±(12) Forcing a constant WIP in each cell (through
the de®nition of the Ri;j;c variables. Notice
that, by abuse of notation, j 2 c implies that
job j is processed in cell c.
(13) De®ning the overall completion time Cmax .
The model given above, even though it assumes deterministic processing times, belongs to the class of NPcomplete models. This follows the fact that sequencing a
¯owshop system, a particular case of the CONWIP system, is already NP-complete when the number of cards is
greater than the number of items [14]. Thus, solutions
must be found via some heuristic mechanism. The heuristic approach we have chosen to employ is Simulated
Annealing (SA). This technique attempts to overcome the
inherent diculties encountered by various descent algorithms that stop the search once they have landed on a
local optimum. Instead, SA can move out of the neighborhoods of local optima by accepting worse candidates
for solution with some probability that changes with the
number of iterations. SA has been successfully implemented on a variety of tough problems such as the
traveling salesman problem [15], the facility layout
problems [16] and, most relevant to our interest, sequencing jobs in ¯owshop production systems [17±19].
The adaptation of a generic SA procedure to a speci®c
problem, requires several inputs. These include: (1) a description of possible system con®gurations; (2) a generator
of random changes in the system; and (3) an objective
function. The minimization of cost in the objective function is analogous to the minimization of energy, in the
original annealing procedures, as is discussed by Metropolis et al. [20]. A control parameter T (analogous to
temperature) together with a ``cooling'' schedule determine
the number of consecutive system changes between changes in T . The performance of SA procedures was shown in
previous research [16] to be sensitive to the selection of the
elements just mentioned. However, no general technique is
known to select the best parameters for any scenario that is
investigated and, as a result, customization of the system
parameters is necessary in every case. The SA parameters
chosen for our analysis are described in the Appendix.
The SA algorithm selection of candidate solutions applies directly to both multi-loop and single-loop CONWIP systems. For the multi-loop CONWIP system, one
needs to ®rst select (again, at random) whether the new
solution will re¯ect a change in the distribution of the
WIP among the cells or a change in the backlog list. If the
change is in the WIP, the algorithm selects at random two
cells, i and j. If the number of containers in cell i is larger
than one it moves one container to cell j. If the change is
in the backlog lists, a cell is selected at random and its
backlog list is changed as explained in the Appendix.
Evaluating the value of the objective function in a singlecell CONWIP system is rather straightforward since a
loaded container that enters the system must go through
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the (¯owshop) sequence of machines. Therefore, the containers are released in the same order as they enter the
system and estimating the objective function value is possible by way of a recursive function. In multi-cell systems,
however, a queue is formed in front of each cell and the
order in which empty containers are released doesn't necessarily follow their loading order. Thus, in spite of the
deterministic nature of these systems, one cannot use a
trivial function to ®nd the entrance order into subsequent
cells. To overcome this diculty, a simulation program
was written to estimate the objective value in these cases.
Incidentally, pairwise exchange con®gurations are not
guaranteed to be feasible in multi-loop CONWIP systems.
When an infeasible solution was detected, the program
assigned to it a very large objective value making the
chances for its acceptance as the new current solution slim.

4. Experimental design
A series of experiments, consisting of two major stages,
was designed. The purpose of the ®rst stage was to
evaluate the performance of the SA algorithm and to test
the validity of the parameters chosen in its construction.
The second stage was planned for assessing the two SFC
alternatives that are here considered for controlling the
multi-family, multi-cell manufacturing environment:
multi-loop CONWIP and single-loop CONWIP.
Two sets of experiments were run in this paper. The
®rst one represents a system with sequence independent
setups (allowing for adding the setup time to the processing time for each job). This set of experiments serves
to validate the SA procedure as well as to provide an indepth investigation of the SFC mechanism and a comparison of the two CONWIP techniques modeled in this
paper. The second set represents a much larger system
where setup times are considered separately from processing times. This set serves mainly as an illustration of
the CONWIP-based SFC under more realistic settings.
(1) The ®rst set models a layout that contains three
manufacturing cells with ®ve machines in each cell.
Initially, jobs may either pass through cell 1 or 2.
Upon completion, these jobs may either pass through
cell 3 or get dispatched outside the system. Cells 1 and
2 are essentially machining or fabrication lines, while
cell 3 represents a multi-model assembly line.
The shop processes four product families with as
many as 30 products in them. The experiments were
designed as a sequence of runs with an increasing
number of products, starting with four products
(one in each family). Each new run added a product
to the next family according to a pre-determined
order so that the number of products within each of
the four families in the largest run were eight, eight,
seven and seven (as shown in the ®rst two columns in
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Tables 2 and 3). The layout along with the processing
routes for the product families is shown in Fig. 2.
(2) The second set models a layout that contains eight
cells with two to ®ve machines in each cell. Here,
jobs must start in cells 1, 2, or 3. Then, some jobs
continue to either cell 4 or 5 while others by-pass
this stage and are routed straight on to either cell 6
or 7. Finally, some jobs leave the system through
cell 8 while others leave after being processed in
cells 6 or 7. These routings de®ne eight product
families that are processed in this environment.
The shop processes eight product families with up
to four products in each family. The simulation hierarchy consisted of three levels. At the upper level,
there were 10 runs (each starting with a new set of
randomly generated processing times). For each one
of these runs, the second level runs through over 30
WIP levels (from WIP = 2 to 32) and the third level
implements four dierent models:
(i) Single-loop CONWIP (using SA).
(ii) Multi-loop CONWIP (again, using SA).
(iii) Best of random solutions (the number of random solutions attempted was equal to the
number of permutations used by the singleloop technique.
(iv) No-split heuristic (forcing the production of all
the products belonging to the same family in a
consecutive manner to avoid setups). All
8! = 40 320 possible permutations were tried
and the best solution was used for comparison
purposes.
The second layout is given in Fig. 3.
The design of the shop ¯oor just described was done in
a way that will maintain close contact with real-world
shop ¯oor situations. Each cell may processes more than
a single product family. The entry cells handle both enditems and intermediate products. The products belong to
two categories: those completing their entire required
processing in a single cell and those who require pro-

Fig. 2. Material ¯ows in the 3-cell system.
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Fig. 3. Material ¯ows in the 8-cell system.

cessing in two or more cells. The latter group requires
processing using at most 12 machine centers. Our experience shows that as a result of recent trends towards
outsourcing and ¯attening of the Bill-of-Materials it is
very rare to ®nd products who go through more than 10
processing centers in a given shop.

5. Simulation results
5.1. Layout no. 1
This layout was used ®rst to validate the models and then
to analyze the performance of the two competing CONWIP SFC systems (single versus multi-loop).
5.1.1. Validation stage
The validation and testing of the SA procedure and its
parameters were done through a number of preliminary
simulation runs in the ®rst set of experiments. These runs
were aimed at evaluating the SA application with respect
to two criteria: the required computation eort (in CPU
time) and the quality of its solutions (in comparison to
optimal and other heuristic solutions).
5.1.2. Evaluating the computational eort
The following experiment was designed to evaluate the
CPU time requirements of the SA algorithm:
· Up to 30 products, divided into four families (seven
or eight products in each family).
· 15 machines, evenly divided into three cells.
· Processing times for the four products families were
generated from a Uniform [0,100] distribution and
repeated for three WIP levels (four, eight and 12
containers).
· The required CPU was computed as the average of
20 independent simulation runs for each system
(single-loop CONWIP and multi-loop CONWIP).
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The time required to obtain a SA solution for each of the
SFC systems was observed as a function of the number of
items. A power function of the form: CPU (in seconds) = a  nb was ®tted to the outcomes for each WIP
level. Table 1 presents the ®tted parameters and the
correlation coecient that describe the quality of each ®t.
As expected, when the number of items increases, the
required CPU time also increases. However, in all cases
the power parameter that was ®tted was smaller than two,
i.e., less than a quadratic function. This conclusion concurs with the ®nding of Wilhelm and Ward [16] who used
similar evaluation of the SA algorithm in the context of
solving quadratic assignment problems. As for identifying
unique values the parameter a; b in the function describing the relations between the number of items (n) and the
CPU time, this evaluation showed that these depend on
the WIP levels. Further, the results show that the performance of the algorithm may be dependent on speci®c
problem structures in a way that makes it dicult to
predict which WIP levels will require more computation
time.
5.1.3. Solution quality
The processing time for each product on each machine in
this evaluation was determined as follows: zero with
probability 0.2 and a realization taken from a Uniform
[60,100] distribution with probability 0.8. The SA solutions were compared with optimal solutions (for small
size problems) and with random solutions for larger
problems. We were forced to compare the SA to random
solutions since no heuristic that was speci®cally built to
solve the multi-cell problem is mentioned in the current
literature. Speci®cally, the SA procedure was compared
with the best random solution out of thousands that were
generated using the same CPU time as the one consumed
by the SA procedure. Each comparison was based on the
average of 10 independent simulation runs.
Tables 2 and 3 compare the performance of the SA
algorithm with exact solutions for small problems with
various con®gurations containing several product types
and dierent WIP levels. The SA algorithm was able to
obtain in most cases the optimal solution (the maximal
deviation here was 2%). It is worth while noting that the
few cases where deviations from optimal solutions were
observed are associated with ``boundary'' WIP levels, i.e.,
Table 1. Fitting parameters to the CPU function
WIP level

a

b

r2

Single-loop
CONWIP

4
8
12

1.47
1.69
1.42

1.027
1.161
1.218

0.95
0.97
0.97

Multi-loop
CONWIP

4
8
12

0.43
0.23
0.30

1.755
1.900
1.672

0.97
0.99
0.99

System
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Table 2. Comparison of SA and exact solutions for single-loop CONWIP system
Family

Number of
products

1
2
3
4

2
1
1
1

1
2
3
4

2
2
1
1

1
2
3
4

2
2
2
1

Total number of
products

WIP
levels

SA solution

Optimal
solution

Deviation (%)

3
4
5
6

921
841
774
774

921
841
774
774

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

6

3
4
5
6
7

1313
1158
921
862
862

1313
1158
921
862
862

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7

3
4
5
6
7

1525
1225
1090
927
927

1525
1223
1090
927
927

0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00

5

Table 3. Comparison of SA and exact solutions for multi-loop CONWIP system
Family

Number of
products

1
2
3
4

2
1
1
1

1
2
3
4

2
2
1
1

1
2
3
4

2
2
2
1

1
2
3
4

2
2
2
2

1
2
3
4

3
2
2
2

Total number of
products

WIP
levels

SA solution

Optimal
solution

Deviation (%)

5

1
2
3
4
5

2078
1053
791
774
774

2078
1053
791
774
774

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1
2
3
4
5
6

2787
1418
1036
863
862
862

2787
1418
1036
863
862
862

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3316
1680
1233
1009
927
927
927

3316
1680
1233
1009
927
927
927

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3632
1816
1276
1036
927
927
927
927

3632
1816
1251
1036
927
927
927
927

0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1947
1354
1072
971
927
927
927

1947
1354
1058
971
927
927
927

0.00
0.00
1.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

6

7

8

9
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levels where throughput approaches its maximal value.
When the WIP was increased beyond that point the SA
algorithm always found the optimal solution.
Figures 4 and 5 compare SA with heuristic procedures.
The ®gures show Cmax values that were obtained for
various WIP levels as well as the dierences between
random and SA solutions in the single and multi-loop
CONWIP systems, respectively.
Again, the SA algorithm outperformed the random
solutions in all cases and its superiority was particularly
evident near the boundary WIP levels.
5.1.4. Analysis stage
In the previous stage we have established that the SA
technique works eectively for the simple form of the
production control systems we are interested in. Now, we
turn to investigate some of the properties of these systems
using SA as the tool to obtain ordered backlog list needed
to control the systems. Our objective is to explore the
properties of the two competing SFC systems and to
identify which one of them is superior to the other.
The comparison was based on 10 independent simulation runs for each system. The runs simulated a scenario
with three cells, ®ve machines in each cells with four
families and ®ve products in each family (i.e., 20 products
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in total). The processing times for each family on each
machine were taken from a Uniform (0,100) distribution.
The average Cmax and WIP outcomes are given in
Fig. 6.
Observations:
· The results came out in favor of the single-loop
CONWIP SFC that dominates multi-loop CONWIP
throughout all WIP levels.
· Both systems have reached their maximal throughput
with 10 containers (although the number of machines
in the entire system is 15). Namely, on average one
®nds at any given point of time about ®ve idle machines in the system. This is a result of the imbalance
in the processing times of the dierent products.
· A quali®cation that must be added to these results is
that the space of possible con®gurations for singleloop CONWIP is much smaller than that of multiloop CONWIP. Therefore, one might attribute the
better results of single-loop CONWIP to SA's ability
to search more eectively the reduced feasible space
of this SFC.
5.2. Layout no. 2

Fig. 4. Dierence between SA and random solutions in the
single-loop system.

The purpose of this experiment was to simulate a production environment that is more realistic than the ®rst
layout and use it to compare the performance of the two
competing SFC systems to each other and to two other
heuristics (best of random solutions and best of no-split
solutions).
As shown in Fig. 3, the second layout consists of eight
cells with two to ®ve machines in each cell. There are
eight product families with four products in each family.
Again, 10 independent runs were used to evaluate the
SFC systems in this layout. In each run, the processing
times for each family on each machine were drawn again
from a uniform distribution. Three of the four systems
were evaluated with respect to 31 WIP levels (1±32) while
the fourth, the multi-loop system, was evaluated only
with respect to 21 WIP levels (10±31). This was done since

Fig. 5. Dierence between SA and random solutions in the
multi-loop system.

Fig. 6. Average Cmax versus WIP in single-loop and multi-loop
system.
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the latter system must maintain eight separate loops for
the eight cells with at least one CONWIP container in
each loop.
The outcomes of this experiment are summarized in
Figs. 7±11. Starting with the Cmax evaluation (Fig. 7), we
®nd that the single-loop CONWIP system outperformed
all the other systems across all WIP levels. Its Cmax was on
average 4.4% smaller than that of the best random solution and about 2.8% better than the no-split solution
(although the latter picks up the best of 8! solutions). The
multi-loop system starts with very poor Cmax values at
low WIP levels and slowly converges towards the results
of the other systems (though it always stays above them).
The single-loop system reaches its maximal throughput at
WIP levels 19±20. Since the second layout consists of 28
machines (see Fig. 3), this means that at any given time
one will ®nd about one-third of the machines in an idle
position. This result reinforces the same ®nding (convergence at WIP level 10 in a 15-machine layout) reported
earlier for the ®rst layout.
Figure 8 presents the average number of setups
(changes between families) required by the dierent systems. The no-split solution which forces the production
of all the requirements for a particular family in a
consecutive order is naturally better than all the other
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Fig. 9. Flow time (RFi ).

systems in this respect. It is followed by the multi-loop,
single-loop and random systems in that order.
Figure 9 oers a similar view as Fig. 7 only instead of
looking at the longest completion time it focuses on the
time spent by all items in the system (RFi ). Again, the
single loop outperforms its rivals by about the same
proportions as reported for the Cmax .

Fig. 10. Waiting time at non-bottleneck machine (layout number 2).
Fig. 7. Cmax versus WIP for layout number 2.

Fig. 8. Number of setups (layout number 2).

Fig. 11. Waiting time at bottleneck machine (layout number 2).
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Finally, Figs. 10 and 11 look at the queuing patterns
before bottleneck and non-bottleneck machines created
by the four competing systems in the dierent WIP levels.
The multi-loop system is clearly the winner in that
dimension. This result apparently stems from keeping
separate loops for the eight cells, a fact that makes it able
to move items within each cell quicker than the other
systems. However, as the previous ®gures show, it apparently suers from long delays in moving from one cell
to another. These delays eventually determine its longer
Cmax and RFi .

6. Summary
This paper extends previous research on CONWIP controlled systems into multi-family, multi-cell settings. The
paper presents a mathematical programming model that
accurately describes the problem and then solves it using
a simulated annealing heuristic. The generic SA algorithm
was ®rst customized for the speci®c needs of the systems
under investigation, and then compared with exact solutions in ordering the backlog list of the jobs entering the
system for small problems. The comparisons indicated
that the SA procedure achieves solutions that are within
1±2% of the optimal solution while checking a small
proportion of the possible con®gurations. The SA was
further compared with two other heuristics for larger
problems and was found as superior to them in all cases.
The model was used to investigate the properties of
systems where material is allowed to ¯ow between cells.
Two kinds of systems were compared. In one, the multiloop CONWIP system, containers are restricted to stay in
given cells while in the other, a single-loop CONWIP
system, containers can circulate everywhere in the system.
The latter system was found to be superior to the former,
that is, under any restriction on the overall number of
containers in the system, the single-loop CONWIP system
enables better throughput than the multi-loop CONWIP
system. We note, however, that in comparing the two
systems we have not dwelt on the qualitative aspects of
their operations (e.g., convenience of control, computational eciency, etc.) but rather focused only on the
quantitative issues of WIP size and throughput.
This research focused on a single period analysis where
the demand to all the items was known in advance. A
natural extension is to explore multi period scenarios
where the demand in each period is known in certainty at
the beginning of the period. These dynamic planning
situations will have to account for the WIP that is already
present at the system at the beginning of each period.
Also, adding stochastic elements that characterize realworld systems (e.g., machine breakdowns and uncertain
demand) will make the analysis more realistic. The objective of such future research will be to analyze the tradeos between WIP and throughput in the CONWIP context
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and to establish robust rules for ecient determination of
WIP sizes and sequencing of jobs in the backlog list.
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Appendix
Speci®cation of the SA Algorithm
System Initialization: the algorithm is started with arbitrary (random) solutions [19].
Generation of neighboring solutions: Previous SA applications employed two mechanisms for generating neighboring solutions: pairwise exchange and insertion but
neither of the two was generally proven as superior to the
other. Thus we chose to adapt a pairwise exchange
technique in the following manner as:
Pairwise Exchange Algorithm:
Step 1. Randomly select an integer iOn
Step 2. Randomly select an integer jOn
Step 3. If BL i 6 BL j goto (4); otherwise, return to
Step (2).
Step 4. BL0 i  BL j; BL0 j  BL i
where
BL i = identity of the item in the ith position in the
current backlog list,
BL0 i = identity of the item in the ith position in the
new (neighboring solution) backlog list.
Accepting a new current solution: a new candidate solution
is accepted according to a certain probability function.
The Cmax criterion replaces the energy expression in the
original work [2]. The probability function decreases with
the decrease in the control parameter Tr . Each value of Tr
de®nes a `stage' in the procedure. Following Wilhelm and
Ward [17], we let the procedure move into a new stage if
one of the two conditions below is met:
· The procedure has reached an equilibrium status in
its current stage where equilibrium is achieved when
the average objective function value during a certain
interval of iterations is not better than the average
value in the three preceding intervals (of equal length)
· The procedure has attempted more than a predetermined maximal number of iterations Nmax in its
current stage.
The values for the control parameter were set, as in
previous SA studies, by:
Algorithm for temperature setting
Step 1. Set T1 so that the probability of accepting an
average change in the objective value is 0.5.
Step 2. Tr1  Tr CRrÿ1 , where CR (Cooling Rate) was set
to 0.9.
Termination of the SA procedure: the SA procedure is
stopped if over the course of three consecutive stages (Tr )
no improvement was recorded in the objective function
value.
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To summarize, we write below the entire procedure.
Simulated Annealing Algorithm:
Step 1. Determine Tr for r  1; 2; . . .; Set r  1.
Step 2. Select an initial solution and compute its objective value.
Step 3. Select a neighbor solution and compute its objective value.
Step 4. Compute the objective value for the current solution.
Step 5. Determine if the candidate solution replaces the
current one. If it does, goto Step 6, otherwise,
return to Step 3.
Step 6. Test whether the equilibrium conditions are met.
If they do, goto Step 7. Otherwise, check the
number of iterations executed in the current
stage. If it is larger than Nmax , goto Step 7, otherwise, return to Step 3.
Step 7. r  r  1. Test if the termination condition is
satis®ed. If it does, stop, otherwise return to
Step 3.
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